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A NORMAL FORM FOR ARITHMETICAL DERIVATIONS

IMPLYING THE c-CONSISTENCY OF ARITHMETIC

By

Kazuma Ikeda

Abstract. We give a normal form theorem for arithmeticalderi-

vations.It is proved by induction up to ei and implies the co-

consistency of arithmetic.

1. Introduction

Mints [6] investigated some kinds of normal form theorems for LK (cf.

[10]), which can be considered as extensions of the cut elimination theorem.

In order to explain his result, we shall state some notions. A variable in a

derivation is said to be redundant ifit occurs in an upper sequent of an inference

/ and does not occur in the lower sequent of / and is not used as the

eigenvariable of /. A logical inference / in a derivation is said to be reducible

with respect to LK if one of the auxiliary formula of / is derivable (refutable)in

LK provided that it belongs to the antecedent (succedent) of the sequent in

which it occurs. Then, Mints proved the following theorem:

Theorem (Mints). Assume that the language of LK contains at least one

constant symbol. Let n be a derivation. Then we can transform n into a cut free

derivation n' which satisfiesthe following conditions:

(1) The end sequent of n' is that of n.

(2) %' includes no redundant variables.

(3) n1 includes no reducible inferences w.r.t.LK.

On the other hand, normal forms for arithmetical derivations are inves-

tigated by Hinata [3], Jervell [4] and others. Hinata's normal form theorem is

proved by induction up to 8q and implies the 1-consistency of arithmetic.
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In this paper, we shall give an extended form of Hinata's result, which can

be considered as an analogue of Mints' Theorem. It is proved by induction up

to e＼and implies the co-consistency of arithmetic.

As for the fa-consistency of arithmetic,it is known that the co-consistency of

arithmetic is proved by induction up to ei and can not be proved by induction

up to a(a<ci) (cf. [2], [5],[7] and [9]).

I would like to thank Professor N. Motohashi for his valuable advices and

Professor T. Arai for his suggestions which improved the earlier version of our

theorem.

2. Normal form theorem

In this paper, we shall consider the following system PA. The nonlogical

symbols of PA consist of the following symbols:

(1) Constant symbol: 0;

(2) Function symbols:' (successor) and / for each primitive recursive

function /;

(3) Predicate symbol: =.

Let LK* be the system obtained from LK by restrictingits initial sequents to

initialsequents which consist of atomic formulas and by replacing

D: right:
A.T^A.B

T^>A,A=>B
by D: right r

A, r

A A

A

and
f^a,b

B F^ A, A zdB.

PA is the system obtained from LK* by adding the usualinitialsequents for

arithmetic,which consistof atomic formulas. And PA is the system obtained

from PA~ by adding the followinginferenceruleind＼

r^A,^(O) A(a):T^A,A(a') A(t),T -> A

where the free variable a does not occur in A(t), T and A. This free variable

is called the eigenvariable, and A{a) and t is called the induction formula and

the induction term, respectively. And also A(0), A(a), A(a') and A{t) are called

auxiliary formulas. Ind is said to be constant normal if its induction formula

contains at least one occurrence of its eigenvariable and its induction term

contains at least one free variable.

Definition 2.1. Let r be a sequence A＼,...,An of formulas. Let

<i'i,i2,..., ik} be a sequence of natural numbers such that 1 < i＼< h < ･■･ <
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ik ^ n. Then, the sequence Ah,..., Aik is called a part of T. T* is used to denote

a part of T. Let A -> O be a sequent. Then A* -> O* is called a /?arrof A -> O.

Definition 2.2. Let S be a sequent and S1* a part of S. And let n be a

derivation of S and C a formula in n. Then C is said to be (S*)-implicit if a

descendant (cf. [10]) of C is in S1* or a cut formula or an auxiliary formula.

Otherwise C is said to be (S*)-explicit. An inference in n is called (S*)-implicit

or (S*)-explicit according as its principal formula is (S1*)-implicit or (S*)-explicit.

Definition 2.3. A variablein a derivationis said to be redundant if it

occurs in an upper sequent of an inference / and does not occur in the lower

sequent of / and is not used as the eigenvariableof /.

Definition 2.4. Let T be a subtheory of PA. And let n be a PA -deri-

vation. Then a logical inference / in n is said to be reducible with respect to T if

one of the auxiliary formulas of / is derivable (refutable)in T provided that it

belongs to the antecedent (succedent) of the sequent in which it occurs.

Definition 2.5. Let S be a sequent and S* a part of S. And let n be a

derivation of S. We consider the following conditions (1) ~(5) on n.

(1) There are no redundant variables.

(2) There are no cuts except inessential ones (cf. [10]).

(3) There are no inds except constant normal ones.

(4) There are no inferences which are reducible with respect to PA~.

(5) There are no (S*)-explicitinferences which are reducible with respect to

PA.

n is said to be irreducibleif it satisfiesthe conditions (1) ~(3). And n is said to

be PA~-irreducible or {S*)-strongly irreducible according as it satisfiesthe con-

ditions (1)
~

(4) or (1) ~(5), respectively. Especially, we say that n is strongly

irreducible if it is (―0-strongly irreducible.

Definition 2.6. Let T be a theory which contains arithmetic. Then T is

said to be co-consistentif it satisfiesthe following condition: For any formula

A(a) which does not have free variables except a, if 3xA(x) is derivable in T,

then there exists a numeral n such that ->A(n) is not derivable in T. Let k>＼.

Then the restrictionof the co-consistency of T to formulas ^4 e Ejt-iis called the

^-consistency of T.
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As for the ^-consistency of a theory which contains arithmetic,the fol

lowing factis known.

Fact (Smoryiiski [8]). Let T be a theory which contains arithmetic. Then,

for k=l,2,T is k-consistent iff,for any ^sentence A, if A is derivable in T,

thpn A is tnjp

The following theorem is proved by induction up to s0 in [3]

Theorem 1 (Hinata). We can transform any derivationinto an irreducible

one with the same end seauent.

The following corollaries are direct consequences of Theorem 1.

Corollary 1. Let 3xR(x) be an existentialsentence. Assume that 3xR(x) is

derivable in PA. Then 3xR(x) is derivable in PA~.

fYmnT.T.ATJV 7 PA is 1-r.nnxistp.nt

In thispaper, we shallshow the following theorem by induction up to ei.

Theorem 2. We can transform any derivationinto a stronglyirreducible

derivationwith the same end seauent.

Corollary 3. PA is co-consistent.

Proof. Let A(a) be an arbitrary formula such that it has no free variables

except a and A(n) is derivable in PA for any numeral n. Then, it sufficesto

show that VxA(x) ―≫is not derivable in PA. Assume that VxA(x) ―>is derivable

in PA. Then, there exists a strongly irreducible derivation of VxA{x) ― by

Theorem 2. Let n be a strongly irreducible derivation of VxA(x) ―. Assume

that 7Eincludes at least one boundary inference (cf. Definition 3.4). Note that

the end-place (cf. Definition 3.4) of n contains no free variable. So, no inds

belong to the boundary of n (cf. Definition 3.4). Thus each inference which

belongs to the boundary of n must be of the form:

A(t),r-^A

VxA(x),F-^A
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where T consists of VxA(x) or atomic formulas and A consists of atomic for-

mulas. Because, if F(A) contains a formula B which includes at least one logical

symbol, then B occurs in the antecedent (succedent) of the end sequent of n. Since

n contains no redundant variables, / contains no free variables. Since there is a

numeral n such that t = n is derivable in PA,―* A(t) is derivable in PA. But it

contradicts our assumption. So, n includes no boundary inferences. Thus we can

transform n into a derivation n' whose end sequent is a part of the end sequent

of n and which includes no free variables, no weakenings, no essential cuts, no

inds and no logical inferences. Since any formula in n' doesn't include logical

symbols, the end sequent of n' is -≫.But, it is clear that there is not such a

derivation. ■

3. Preliminaries

In this section,we shall define some necessary notions and state some

propositions,which willbe used in the next section.

Definition 3.1. For any formula A, the degree d(A) of A

inductivelyas follows:

(1) d(A) = 1, if A is atomic;

is defined

(2) d(Bi a ,82)= d(Bi v B2) = d{BY z>B2) = max{d{Bx) + l,d(B2) + 1};

(3) d(^B) = d(VxB) = d(3xB) = d(B) + 1.

Definition 3.2. Let / be an inference. Then the degree d(I) of / is defined

as follows:

d(I) = i

max{d{A)＼A is an auxiliary formula of /}

the degree of a cut formula of /,

the degree of the induction formula of /,

0,

if / is a logical inference,

if / is a cut,

if / is an ind,

otherwise.

Definition 3.3. Let n be a derivation and S a sequent in n. For any

natural number p, the height hp(S;n) based on p of S in n is defined as follows:

(1) hp(S;n) = p, if S is the end sequent of n.

(2) Let S be one of the upper sequents of an inference I in n and S' the

lower sequent of /. Assume that hp{S'＼n)is defined. Then,

hp(S;n) = maxihJS''^)^^)}.
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Definition 3.4. Let n be a derivation. We say that a sequent S in n

belongs to the end-place of n if neither a logical inference nor an ind occurs

below 5"in n. And we say that an inference / in % belongs to the boundary of n

or is a boundary inference of n if the lower sequent of / belongs to the end-place

of n and the upper sequents of / do not belong to the end-place of n.

Notation. Let a and ft be ordinals. Then ajj/?is used to denote the natural

sum of ocand ft.And ax ftis used to denote the natural product of a and ft.Let

ft― g/i + 1-(jrfim5e in Cantor normal form and n a finiteordinal. Then, we

have the following equations:

n times

(1) ocxn = /aj^4a; (2) ft x go = g/'+1 + ･･･ + oA+1.

Definition 3.5. Let S be a sequent and S* a part of S. And let n be a

derivation of S and p a natural number. To each sequent S in n and each

inference / in n, we assign ordinals Op(S;7t;S*), Op(I;n;S*), respectively, as

follows:

(1) If S is an initialsequent,

Op(S;tc]S*) = 1.

(2) Let Si (1 < i < ≪) be the upper sequents of /. Assume that Op(Si;n;S*)

are defined for each 1 <i <n.

(2.1) If / is a weak inference,

Op{I＼n',S*)= Op{Sx＼n＼S*).

(2.2) If / is (5*)-explicit,

0,(7; n- S*) =

(2.3) If / is

r op(st

{ OJSr

n; S*)%80 if / has one upper sequent,

n＼S*)$Op(Sr, n＼5*)jieo, if / has two upper sequents.

(£* )-implicit,

OJhn-S*)
n'tS*)kDdW if / has one upper sequent,

n; S*)$OP(S2; n; S*)j}a/(/), if / has two upper sequents.

(2.4)If / is a cut,

OJl;n;S*) = OJSi;n;S*)%Op(S2;7i;S*)
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(2.5) If / is an ind,

0,(7; n; S*) = Op(Sl; n; S*)$(OP(S2; n; S*) x co)$Op(Sy, n; S*)frodW.

(3) Let S be the lower sequent of /. And let a be the height based on p of

an upper sequent of / and x the height based on p of S. Then,

OP{S- n-S*)= a>a-T(Op(I; n; S*)).

We define Op{n;S*) by Op($;n;S*), where S is the end sequent of n.

The following propositions are proved easily.

Proposition 1. Assume that n is a derivation.Let S be a sequent in n. Let p

and a be natural numbers such that p < a. Then, hp(S;n) <ha(S;n).

Proposition 2. Suppose that n is a derivation of S. Assume that S* is a

part of S. Let p and a be natural numbers such that p < a. Let S be a sequent in

n. Then, a)uS.n)(Op{S;n;S*)) <Sa>wS;Jt)(0ff(S;w;S*)).

We can prove the next corollary by the same way as in Lemma 12.7 in [10],

using the property that the ordinal operations JJ,x and exponential are strictly

increasing.

Proposition 3. Suppose that n is of the form:

711

A

r

Let n＼ he a derivation of A, T' ―>A', n. Then we define %' as follows:

n[ :

A,r'->A',n

r,r'^A',A.

Let T* -* A* be a part ofT^A. And let T'* he a part of T' and A'* a part of A'.
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Assume that

Oo(A,r/-^A/,n;^;r*,r'*^A'*,A*)<Oo(A-^n;^;r*-.A*)

Then O0(n'; T*,r'* -> A'*,A*) < O0{n; F* -> A*).

4. Proof of Theorem 2

We shall prove the following Theorem 3 which clearly implies Theorem 2.

Theorem 3. Assume thatitis a derivation of S. Let S* he a part of S. Then

we can transform n into a derivation whose end sequent is S and which is (S*)-

strongly irreducible.

Proof. We shall prove this statement by induction on Oo(n;S*). Assume

that S is of the form T -+ A and S* is of the form F* -≫A*.

As usual, we transform it into a derivation n which satisfiesthe following

conditions:

1) n includes no redundant variables.

2) The end sequent of n is S.

3) If / is a weakening in the end place of n, then every inference below / is

an exchange or a weakening.

4) O0(n;S*)<OQ{n;S*).

We shall classify n into some cases. When we are concerned with a case in

the following, we suppose that n satisfiesnone of the conditions of the preceding

cases.

From now on, the letter "$" in "A―≫n" is used to denote the sequent

A->II.

(1) The case where n includes at least one (5"*)-explicitinference which is

reducible w.r.t. PA.

We shall transform n into a derivation n' by the same way as in [1]. Let /

be one of (^-explicit inferences which are reducible w.r.t. PA. We shall

consider the case that / is a =3: left.The other cases are treated similarly.

Assume that n is of the form:

7ti

Ai ->

A

m :

nl5^ b,a2^

=>

n2

5,Ai,A2-^ni,n2
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Assume that ho(Si',n)―p and ho(S;n) = a. And also assume that AJ" ―>U＼ is

the sequent obtained from S＼by deleting the (S"*)-explicitformulas in n. By our

assumption, A ―>or ―>B is derivable in PA. We treat only the case that
^4

―>is

derivable in PA, since the other case is similar. Let n be a derivation of A ―*.

Thpn we rerlnrp ttintn tfiederivation tt':

n＼:

^ in,

ft :

A A A

A,-III

A =)B, Ai, A2
s

ni,n2

Then we shall prove Oo(n';S*) < Oo(n;S*). AJ1 ―>nj, A is the sequent obtained

from Si by deleting the (5*)-explicit formulas in %' and ho(S;nr) = a. Assume

that ho(Si;n') = t( < p). Then,

<OT(Sfi;wi;A|"-^n1*)

£(Dp-T(Op(Sl;nl',A*l-+TlV)

= cop-T(Oo(Si]n]S*)).

On the other hand, we have Oo(S; n';S*) < eq, because every inference in n is

(<S*)-implicitin n'. Thus,

O0(S; n';S*) = coT.a{00(Si; n1;S*)$OQ(S; n';S*))

< cot^(cQp-z(Oo(Si; n; 8*))%s0)

^ct)T_ff(co/,_T(Oo(5'i;7r;5*)jtfi0))

< (dp^{Oq{Si; n- S*)$O0{S2; n; S*)$e0)

= O0(S;n;$*).

So, Oo(n';S*) < Oo(tt;5'*) by Proposition 3. Thus we can transform n' into a

derivation whose end sequent is S and which is (S*)-strongly irreducible, by

induction hypothesis.

(2) The case where n includes at least one inference which is reducible w.r.t.

PA~.
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We shall transform n into a derivation n' by the same way as in [1].Let /

be one of inferences which are reducible w.r.t. PA~. Then / is (S*)-implicit,

because n includes no (S'*)-explicitinferences which are reducible w.r.t. PA. We

shall consider the case that / is a D: right. The other cases are treated similarly.

Assume that n is of the form:

Tt＼

A,A

A^

-+n

n, AzdB

/

Assume that ho(Si;n) = p and ho(S;n) = a. And also assume that A, A* ― n* is

the sequent obtained from S＼by deleting the (S*)-explicitformulas in n. By our

assumption, ―>
^4

is derivable in PA~. Let it be a PA"-derivation whose end

sequent is ―>A and includes no cuts except inessential ones. Then we reduce n

into the derivation n'＼

n :

s

A

A A A^n

A ^n

AnjDfi

Then we shallprove Oo(n';S*) < Oo{n;S*). hQ(Si;n') = p and ho(S;n') = a. And

A, A* ―>n* is the sequent obtained from S＼ by deleting the (S*)-explicit for-

mulas in ri. Then Oq(S＼;jc';S*)= Op(Sr,nr,A,A* -> n*) = O0{Si;n;S*). On the

other hand, we have Oq(S;k';S*) < (od^＼ because every inference in ftis {S*)~

implicit in n' and every formula in n is an atomic formula or a subformula of A.

Thus,

O0{S; n'＼S*) = (op-a(O0{S; n';5*)JJO0(5i;id＼$*))

= O0(S;n;S*).

So, Oo(n';S*) < Oo(n;S*) by Proposition 3. Thus we can transform n' into a

derivation whose end sequent is S and which is (S*)-strongly irreducible, by

induction hypothesis.

(3) The case where n includes no boundary inferences.

7r consists of initialsequents, weak inferences and cuts. Note that the cut

formulas in n &r& only inessential, since weakings do not occur above cuts in n

by our assumption. Thus n is a required derivation.
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(4) The case where n includes at least one ind which belongs to the

boundary of n.

Assume that n is of the form:

A*>

n2{a) :

IM(O) A(a),A*>

r a

iM(a') ,4(0,A*

n

A

7T3

n

/

where / belongs to the boundary of n. Assume that ho(S＼;n)= p and ho(S;n) =

a. Assume that A* ―>n*, A(0) Is the sequent obtained from S＼ by deleting the

(.S*)-explicitformulas in n. Then A(a),A* ―≫U*,A(a') is the sequent obtained

from S2 by deleting the (S*)-explicit formulas in n and A(t),A* ―>II* is the

sequent obtained from £3 by deleting the (S'*)-explicitformulas in n.

(4.1) The case where / is not constant normal.

We assume that the induction formula A(a) of / includes at least one

occurrence of a, since we can treat the other case similarly. Then the induction

term t of / is closed. So, there exists a numeral n such that t ― n is derivable in

PA, and there exists a derivation ftof A(n) -≫A(t) such that ftdoes not include

essentialcuts and inds (cf.[10]).We shall reduce n into the following derivation

n':

n＼ : n2(0) ':

a-in, ,4(0) ^(o),A^n,^(i)

A,A->n,n,>4(i)

A->n,^(i

n2(＼)＼

A,A->n,IM(2)

A^n,^(2)

A

A,A^n,H,A(t

A->n,,4(0

ft :

n

)

s

A{t)

A,A^n,n

A^

r^

n

A



A,A{t)^>nAA{b)^A(^(b')),Il

T,A(b)^A(b'),A

7T3

7i3 :

n2
Mb);

Alb),A ^in, Alb')

r,A(t)^A

A(b),r^*,A(b')
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Then we shallprove Oo(n'; S*) < O0(n; S*). We shallnote that O0(Si] n'＼$*) =

O0(Si;n;S*) for i=l,3 and O0(SJ2;n';S*) = O0(S2;n;S*) for j = 0,...,≪- 1.

On the other hand, we have Oq(S;7i';S*) < o)d^＼ because every inference in n

is {S*)-implicit in n' and every formula in ft is an atomic formula or a

subformula of A(n) or A(t). Since Oo(S2;n;S*) x ≪ < Oo($2,n;S*) x co and

Ool^iTr';^*) < ft)^J),we have

O0(5; n';S*) = ^_ff(O0(5i; n; S*)UOo(S2; n;S*)x n)%O0(Sy, n; S*)$OQ(S; n'-S*))

< (Op-^OoiSi; n; S*)UO0(S2; 7t;S*)x co)$O0($y, n; S*)^md^)

= O0(S;n;S*).

So, Oo(n';S*) < Oo(n;S*) by Proposition 3. Thus we can transform n' into a

derivation whose end sequent is S and which is (51*)-stronglyirreducible, by

induction hypothesis.

(4.2) The case where / is constant normal.

Let b be a variable which does not occur in n. We shall construct the

following derivations n＼, 7t2, £3

7Tl

A^IM(O)

A^^(O),n

r->i(O),A

from n.

t^a,a(o)

OQ(S2;7i2;A(b),r*^A*,A(b>))

Ait) r-> a

Then we shall prove OQ{n2;A(b),Y* -> A*,A(b')) < Oq(tz;S*).ho(S2,7i2)= o

and A(b),A* ―>II*, A(b') is the sequent obtained from S2 by deletingthe

(A(b),r* -+ A*,A(b'))-exp＼icitformulas in n2. So,

= Oa{SxnxA(b)>＼* -+H＼A{b'))

< cop-a(Op(S2;n2;A(h),A* -. n*,^(fr')))

= cop-a(OJS2;n;S*)).
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Oo(S2;n2;A(b),r*^A＼A(b'))

= O0(S2;n2;A(b),r ^ A*,A(b'))

<cop^{O0{S2;7i]S*))

<(op_a{OQ{S2;n;S*) x co)

< cop^(O0(Sl;n- S*)UOo(S2; n; S*) x ≪)t)O0(53;n; S*)^wd^)

297

= O0{S;n',S*).

So, O0(7r2;^(^),r* -> A＼A(b')) < 0o(rc;5*) by Proposition 3. Similarly, we

can prove O0(*i;r* -* A＼A{0)) < O0(n;S*) and O0(n3;A(t),r* -> A*) <

O0(n;S*).

Thus, by induction hypothesis, we can transform ft＼into a derivation n[

whose end sequent is T―≫A,yl(0) and which is (F* ―>A*,v4(0))-strongly

irreducible, and ftiinto a derivation n'2whose end sequent is A(b), T -^ A, A(b')

and which is (A(b),T* ―>A*,v4(6'))-strongly irreducible, and 7r3into a deriva-

tion 7TJwhose end sequent is A(t),T ―>A and which is (y4(f),r* ―>A*)-strongly

irreducible. We shall define n' as follows:

A 0 A b),r^>A,A

n'3

b>) A(t),T A

Note that n includes no redundant variables, and / is constant normal and

belongs to the boundary of n. So, the free variables which occur in t occur in

r ―>A. Thus n' is a derivation whose end sequent is S and which is (5'*)-strongly

irreducible.

(5) The case where n includes at least one (―)-explicit inference which

belongs to the boundary of n.

Let / be one of (―>)-explicitinferences which belong to the boundary of n.

(5.1) The case where / Is (S*) -explicit.

We shall consider the case that / is a V :left. The other cases are treated

similarly.
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Assume that n is of the form:

Tci :

A(t),A?＼n

VxA{x),A-^ n

/

Assume that ho(Si;n) = p and hQ(S;n) = a. Assume that A* ―>n* is the sequent

obtained from S＼ by deleting the (S*)-explicit formulas in n. Then we reduce n

into the derivation n'＼

A(t),A^n

the sequent

in n'. And

a,^(0 ->n

VxA{x),A,A(t) ^n

r,A{t)->A

Then we shall prove O0{n';T* -> A*) < O0{n;S*). A* -≫･B* is

obtained from Si by deleting the (r* ―>･A*)-explicitformulas

Ao(Si;0 = /jo(S;0 = <r.So,

Oo^ijTr^r -> A*) = Off(Si;wi;A*-> H*)

= cp_ff(Ob(5i;w;5*)).

Thus,

O0(S-y-,r* -> A*) = 0b(5i;wJ;r -> A*)

<c,_ff(0o(Si; *;£*))

= O0(S;n;S*).

Hence 0o(rc';]T*-> A*) < OoC^;^*) by Proposition 3. Thus we can transform n

into a derivation n whose end sequent is T,A(t) ―>A and which is (F* ―>A*)
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strongly irreducible, by induction hypothesis. So, we shall define ft as follows:

/

/

VxA(x),T-*A

Note that n includes no redundant variables and / belongs to the boundary of n.

So, the free variables which occur in t occur in T ― A. Note that / is (S*)-

explicitinference in ft.And ―>A{t) is not derivable in PA, since n includes no

(S*)-explicit inferences which are reducible w.r.t. PA. Thus ftis (5'*)-strongly

irreducible.

(5.2) The case where / is (,S*)-implicit.

We shall consider the case that / is a V : right. The other cases are treated

similarly.

Assume that n is of the form:

A-^Il,VxA{x)

r^ a

Assume that ho(S＼;n) = p and ho(S;n) = a. And assume that A* ―≫II*, A(a) is

the sequent obtained from Si by deleting the (5r*)-explicitfonnulas in n. Let b be

a variable which does not occur in n. Then we reduce n into the derivation n'＼

A^n,^(fe)

A^A(b),n

A-^A(b),Tl,VxA(x)

r^A(b),A

Then we shallprove O0(n';T* -> A(b),A*) < O0(n;S*). ho(Si;n')= ho(S;n')=

a. And A* ―>D*,
^4(Z>)

is the sequent obtained from £1 by deleting the

(F* -*y4(ft),A*)-explicitformulas in n'. So,

OoOSij^r - ^W,a*) = oa(Sw,A* - n*,^(*))

< c^(O^^jwi; A* -> O*,^(6)))

= fi)/,_ff(O0(5i;7t;,S*)).
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Thus,

O0{S',n';r* ->A(b),A*) = Oo{Si;n']T* -> A(b),A*)

= O0($;n;S*).

Hence Oo(nf;T* -* A(b),A*) < Oq(7i;S*) by Proposition 3. So, we can transform

n' into a derivation ft whose end sequent is T ―>A(b), A and which is

(F* ―>-4(A),A*)-strongly irreducible, by induction hypothesis. We shall define n

as follows:

■ft

/
T-+A,A(b)

T^A,VxA(x)

Note that / is (5*)-implicit in ft. And the sequent A(b) ―≫is not derivable in

PA", since n includes no inferences which are reducible w.r.t.PA~. So, n is (S*)-

strongly irreducible.

(6) The case where all the inferences which belong to the boundary of n are

(―>)-implicitinferences.

At first,we shall show that there exists a suitable cut (cf.[10]). We shall

consider the following property (*) for a sequent S in the end-place of n.

(*) S includes a descendant of the principal formula of a boundary inference.

The lower sequent of a boundary inference satisfiesthe property (*) and the end

sequent doesn't satisfy the property (*). So, there exists an inference whose

upper sequent(s) satisfiesthe property (*) and whose lower sequent doesn't satisfy

the property (*). We take one of the uppermost ones and denote it by /. It is

clear that / is a cut. Let Si (S2) be the left(right) upper sequent of /. Then, we

can suppose that Si satisfiesthe property (*). Then the cut formula which occurs

in Si must be a descendant of the principal formula of a boundary inference and

include logical symbols. If no boundary inferences occur above S2, S2 doesn't

include a formula which contains logical symbols. Because n includes no

weakenings above S2 by our assumption. However, 52 includes as formula which

contains logical symbols. So, n must include at least one boundary inference

above S2. If S2 doesn't satisfythe property (*), there existsan inference above /

whose upper sequent(s) satisfiesthe property (*) and whose lower sequent doesn't

satisfythe property (*). But it contradicts our choice of /. Thus S2 satisfiesthe
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property (*). Since the lower sequent of/doesn't satisfythe property (*), the cut

formula of / which occurs in S2 must be a descendant of the principal formula of

a boundary inference. So, / is a suitable cut. We shall consider the case that the

cut formulas of / have V as their outermost logical symbols. The other cases are

treated similarly.

Assume that n is of the form:

7ii(a) :

A! -ini,Vjfc4(x)

h A(t),A2^n2
_― i2

Vjc4(x),A2^II2

A3 5- n3, VxA(x) VxA(x), Aa ^ n4

A3,A4 -> n3,n4

r.
s

h

Ai

/

Here I＼and h belong to the boundary of n. And Fi ― A＼ denotes the uppermost

sequent below / whose height based on 0 is less than that of the upper sequents of

/. Assume that ho(S";n) = plu, hoiS^n) = plh ho(Sy,n) = p and ho(S;7t) = a.

And also assume that A＼ ―>･Ti＼,A{a) is the sequent obtained from S" by deleting

the (S*)-explicit formulas in n. Then we reduce % into the derivation n':

A, i A(t),nuVxA(x)

4f),A25n2

VxA(x),A2,A(t)
*2

n2

A3^A(t),n3,VxA(x) ＼/xA(x),A4%H4 Ai%Il3,yxA(x) Vx^(x),A4,v4(r)Sn4

A3,A4^^(r),n3,n4

-3

rAA(t),Ai

Ti^^Atf

A3,A4,^(0->n3,n4

ThA(t)^Al

T"

i4(0,ri-Ai

ri,Ti -> Ai,Ai

r A
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Then we shall prove Oq(7i';S*)< O0(n;S*). Af-> II*,j4(f)is the sequent

obtained from S" by deletingthe (S*)-explicitformulas in n'. And ho(S";n')=

ho(Sl;n')= pu, ho{S＼;n')= p and ho(S;n')= a. Assume that ho(Sl;n')=

ho(S2;n')―x. Then a < t < p. Since we have

OofflrfiS*) = 0^(5?;^;Af - nf,^(/))

^^-^(^(srjwiiAr-.nf^w))

= G)-1._lhl(0b(5f1";W;5*)),

we have

OG{S[-n']S*) = OQ{Sul-n'-S*)

<coPlu-Pu(OG(S?;7t;S*)%codM)

= O0(Sll;n;S*).

Thus Oo(Il;nr;S*)<Oo(l3]7i',S*). Similarly, we have 0O(/3V;£*) <

O0(h;n;S*). Then

O0(Sl;n';S*) = cop^(Oo(li-y;S*)) < cop^(O0(l3-,n;S*)),

O0(S2; n'-S*) = wp-r(OQ(i;';n';S*)) < cop^(O0(h; n-$*)).

Thus, 00(Sl;7i';S*)$Oo(S2;7z';S*)< (op-T(Oo(h＼n＼S*))tbecause p - z > 0.

Hence,

O0(S; n1;$*) = co^a(O0(Sl; n';S*)$OQ(S2;n';S*))

<aoT-a{<Qp-T{Oo(Iy,n;S*)))

= a}p-a{Oo(I3',n;S*))

= O0(S;n;S*).

So, Oo(n';S*) < Oo(n;S*) by Proposition 3. Thus we can transform n' into a

derivationwhose end sequent is S and which is (S*)-stronglyirreducible,hy

induction hypothesis. ■

5. Appendix

We can prove the following theorem by induction up to sq
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Theorem 4. Assume that n is a derivationof S. Then we can transform n

into a PA~-irreduciblederivationwith the same end sequent.

Proof. We can prove this statement by a method similar to

Theorem 3. Note that then we use induction on 0R(n;S).

Corollary 4. PA is 2-consistent.

that in

■

Proof. Let 3xA(x) be a ^-sentence. Then we can assume that A{a) is a

IIi-formula. Suppose that 3xA(x) is derivable in PA. Then we shall show that

3xA(x) is true. Assume that 3xA(x) is not true. Let t be a closed term. Then,

->A(t)is true. Since ->A(t)is a Xi-sentence, ―>-v4(f) is derivable in /M~ by Si-

completeness. So, we have the statement (*) that A(t) ―>is derivable in PA" for

any closed term t.

On the other hand, there is a PA~-irreducible derivation n of lxA(x) by our

assumption and Theorem 4. Assume that n includes at least one boundary

inference. Since the end-place of n includes no free variable, no inds belong

to the boundary of n. Thus, every boundary inference must be of the form:

r-*h,A(t')

r ―>A, 3xA(x),

where T consists of atomic formulas and A consists of atomic formulas or

3xA(x). Since n includes no redundant variables, t'is closed. Since n is a PA~-

irreducible derivation, A{t') ―≫is not derivable in PA". But, this contradicts (*).

Thus, n includes no boundary inferences. Then we can transform n into a

derivation of ―> which includes no free variables, no essentialcuts, no inds and

no logical inferences. But there is not such a derivation. Thus 3xA(x) is true.

■
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